Electrotek Power Quality Harmonic
Studies & Solutions
Understand, Identify, Solve & Prevent Voltage & Current Harmonic
Problems with Electrotek’s Expert PQ Engineering Staff & Software
Harmonic voltages and currents originate because nonlinear electronic loads (e.g.
switch-mode power supplies,
variable frequency drives
(VFDs), inverters and converters) are required to operate on traditional electricity
grids and customer electrical
systems.
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rent problems. Our software, SuperHarm® and
HarmFlo® are designed
to generate models of harmonic loads on systems
and run harmonic simulations—all for HarmFlo as
well as edit data files;
view, compare and integrate power system data;
derate transformers, cables, motors and capacitors; conduct IEEE 5191992 & 2014 harmonic
analyses and design harmonic filters.
Our engineers can also
determine the risks associated with not managing
harmonic voltages and
currents as well as the
increased system performance by managing
them.

What is Electrotek’s SuperHarm® Expert Harmonic Software?
SuperHarm® evaluates harmonics on electric power
systems. SuperHarm enables development of a computer model of a utility or
customer power system to
explore variations on system
loads and configurations,
along with the resulting impact on system frequency
response and distortion lev-
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SuperHarm can solve both
balanced and unbalanced
three-phase systems, accomplished by using phase
domain nodal admittance
matrix techniques rather
than sequence component
solution methods. SuperHarm is a state-of-the-art
software for solving all harmonics problems.
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Benefits of Using Electrotek’s SuperHarm® to Solve Harmonics Problems
When conducting a harmonics study, it is important to address all of the possible scenarios that
could develop to cause harmonics to increase and how to control them. Electrotek’s approach for
conducting these studies uses a specially designed set of PQ instruments and software tools to
provide study results that are statistically relevant to the system.

 Determining the different harmonic-related impacts of making changes to a power system
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beforehand along with the level of risk associated with the different PQ harmonic phenomena that can adversely affect the PQ of other circuits on that system.

 Investigate the ranges of power system and power quality operating conditions to determine if harmonic conditions will cause the system to experience increases or decreases in
the risk of power system disturbances and instabilities which may cause malfunction or
damage to electrical and electronic equipment.

 Determine if planned changes to a utility power system or customer power distribution
network increase or decrease the probability of causing PQ harmonic problems with sensitive electronic equipment in customer facilities.

 Determine the degree of non-linear load a plant electrical system can support before critical power quality thresholds, such as harmonic voltage distortion, are exceeded, thus compromising power quality across the plant.

 Provide a risk assessment regarding power quality to an insurance company to demonstrate a customer is pro-actively engaged in managing the power quality of their plant.

About Electrotek
Founded in 1984, Electrotek Concepts, Inc. is world renowned for its research, developmental, applications and problem-solving work in understanding, identifying, analyzing
and preventing power quality (PQ) problems. Our expertise extends from the utility generators to inside the electrical/electronic load inside a customers’ facility. The experience
of Electrotek’s team of PQ engineers extends from experts in utility power systems to participants on IEEE and IEC standards boards regarding PQ standards and to designers of
end-use electronic equipment. Our engineers are armed to address any PQ problem at any
level. The future of reliable and available power and customer equipment in today’s modern technological society depends on compatibility between utility power, the customer’s
facility electrical system and the end-use equipment customers depend on to carry out
their day-to-day business activities.

